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#01) **Dr. Claris White Liniment 5 Gallon Stoneware Jug from Jersey City, New Jersey**: I will start this auction with what I consider the best Dr. Claris’ jug in existence. At least the best I have ever seen and I have seen most of them that are in veterinary collections around the country. It is a massive five (5) gallon size with original stencil under a clear salt glaze, called a Bristol Glaze. It was probably made by the Fulper Pottery in Flemington, New Jersey, which was known for making special order advertising jugs such as this. Next, it was made for Dr. Claris’ satellite veterinary hospital in Jersey City, New Jersey, not his main hospitals in Buffalo, New York. I know of NO Dr. Claris medicines that exist with the Jersey City address and only a couple of jugs. Very few collectors even know that Dr. Claris had a hospital outside of Buffalo. So any Jersey City items are especially rare. Third, the stencil is the best ever with more description than I have ever seen on any other jug. It reads, “(CROWN WITH 5 GAL) / DR. CLARIS / WHITE LINIMENT / EXTRA STRONG / ESPECIALLY FOR / THROAT & LUNG / TROUBLES / DR. CLARIS’ VETERINARY HOSPITAL, / JERSEY CITY, N.J.” Finally, the condition is outstanding with no significant damage. There are a couple of hairlines that were probably produced in the making of the jug that do not go through to the interior and a couple of very small chippies on the edge. It is clean and impressive and I don’t think you will ever find another. As one gallon Dr. Claris jugs from Buffalo sell in the $600-800 range routinely, I will estimate this unique example at $1000-2000 and start the bidding at $750. As that goofy guy on the TV show “Storage Wars” says, this one has the “WOW FACTOR.”

#02) **Rochester Horse & Cattle Food Wooden Store Bin**: Painted and stenciled wooden, advertising bin used to sell bulk Rochester Horse & Cattle Food in a country store. The bin is painted yellow with green stencil on all four sides and dated to about 1890. The bin is very tall at 48 ½”x 18”x 18 ½”. Opposite sides of the bin have the identical stenciling. Two sides read: **ROCHESTER / HORSE & CATTLE / FOOD / FOR STOCK / PURELY VEGETABLE / KEEPS ALL / KINDS / OF STOCK / IN A HEALTHY / CONDITION. / BEST THAT / MONEY / CAN BUY.** The other two sides read: **USE OUR / SPECIAL / FOOD / FOR POULTRY / MAKES HENS LAY / PREVENTS & CURES / DISEASE / THE ROCHESTER / SURE VERMIN / DESTROYER / KILLS LICE. TICKS. / & FLEAS. / MANUFACTURED BY / ROCHESTER HORSE / & CATTLE FOOD CO. / ROCHESTER, N.Y. / U.S.A.** This is a very rare store bin, as I know of only one other example in a collection. There might be a lot of these in the Rochester / Buffalo, New York area, but they are not in veterinary collections. The condition of the paint and stencil is outstanding and looks to be untouched from the time the bin was produced. There are a few wood knots that have discolored but it’s all original. The lid was originally two parts. A back section that was nailed down, which is still in place, and a slide in section that was removed to scoop out the Horse Food. This slide in section is missing and was replaced at some time by an old painted board of the same thickness. The top is flat and can be used as an item of furniture in your home. This bin has all sorts of cross over appeal from veterinary collectors, to country store collectors, to just antique collectors who like the “Country” look. It is hard to estimate this but the more common Wilbur’s Stock Food bins sell in the $1500-2500 range or more in this condition. I’d say the estimate on this much scarcer Rochester Horse & Cattle Food bin would be in the range of $2500-3500. **NOTE:** This bin is heavy and tall, so shipping might be a little more costly. Pick up or delivery might be arranged to the East Coast or Mid-West. I’m going to start the bidding at $1500 and see how high it flies.

#03) **Dr. Barber’s Celebrated Horse, Cattle and Hog Powders Sign**: Very early paper sign, c1880 advertising Dr. Barber’s Powders that were produced by Cyrus Brown, Druggist from Milton, Pennsylvania. The image size is 10 ¾”x 15” and is currently in a brown wooden frame. The central red horse and rider is Mr. Brown’s logo. Guaranteed to cure Glanders, Heaves, and Distemper. There is more value in a dose of Dr. Barbers’ than any four other powders. The sign has some paper losses and stain, as seen, but is very early and probably unique. It does have that authentic, early look to it.

#04) **Bickmore Gall Salve Counter-Top Horse Display and Unopened Tin**: Cardboard, die-cut, easel back display from the Bickmore Gall Salve Company of Old Town, Maine. 9 ½”x 6 ½”. When a store bought a box
of a dozen tins, one of these horses was included in the box. This horse was never displayed, as the easel back has never been folded out. Also, most of these horses have damage to the ears as they are exposed and easily bent and torn. The ears on this example are in excellent condition. The horse, illustrated, actually worked at the company and was named, “Doctor.” This is only the third example to be recorded, the last, in 2001, brought $135. Great item to frame or use, as intended, as a stand up display. ALSO INCLUDED: one unopened and unused lithographed tin with the horse logo on the top.

#05) **Clayton’s Dog Remedies Window Card**: Heavy cardboard sign or “Window Card” advertising Dr. Clayton’s Dog Remedies from Chicago. The cardboard is printed in red and has a black and white photo attached in the center. The photo is of Champion Smooth Coated St. Bernard, “Dr. Lucas.” The sign is framed with an overall size of 21” x 16”. There is some minor wear (dirt) evident in the white border of the photo, a few very light water drip stains in the cardboard, and the upper right corner is missing (mostly hidden by frame). None of these issues really impact the overall look of this rare dog medicine advertising sign. I have recorded eight different Dr. Clayton Remedy window cards over eighteen years, the last example of any type sold in 2007. Opening bid is $100. Any form of dog medicine advertising is scarce and Dr. Clayton’s medicines often sell for much more than this opening bid. Don’t miss out on this one.

#06) **Columbia Veterinary Remedies Framed, Lithographed Sign**: Mint condition, early color lithographed paper sign from the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, Connecticut. Their line of veterinary patent medicines were named, “Columbia Veterinary Remedies.” Image size is 9” x 6” with large clean borders. It is currently framed and matted with archival material. The horse depicted is “Nancy Hanks.” She was foaled in 1886, named after Abraham Lincoln’s Mother, and was trained as a trotting horse. She broke Sunol’s mile trotting record in 1892. This mark 2:04 is recorded in the caption of this sign. The condition is un-improvable and ready to hang on the wall. Opening bid is $100.

#07) **Conkey’s Poultry Remedies Pinback Button and Related Trade Card**: Two items in this lot and they both display the ionic Conkey’s logo of the “Sick Chicken.” The first is a pinback button, ¾” in diameter with the slogan, “DON’T WORRY! CONKEY’S WILL CURE ME. The second item is a trade card dated 1906 with the same logo and slogan. The back of the card lists all the Conkey’s Poultry Remedies that were available. The card is excellent. The button has some slight wear to the red border on the left side. Lot of two items.

#08) **Dr. Daniel’s Curved Porcelain Corner Sign**: Extremely rare curved porcelain corner sign with advertising for Dr. Daniels’ Medicines for Horses, Cattle, Dogs, & c. The sign has brackets on the back to allow the sign to be mounted high in the corner of a country store, thus not using wall space. The size is 20” tall by 14” wide. The manufacturer of the sign is printed in the porcelain at the bottom right and is printed as, “BALTO ENL & NOV CO. MD. & 107 EUSTIS ST. According to the Web, this stands for the Baltimore Enamel and Novelty Company founded in 1898. One site I visited stated that early production signs can be dated by a painted code on the reverse of the sign. This practice was stopped about 1909. The reverse of this Dr. Daniels’ sign has a painted 57 which according that web site, would indicate a production date of May 1907. The top section of the sign denoted the store or pharmacy for which it was produced, J. A. Powers & Co. About 20 years ago I visited a very closely held collection and saw one of these Dr. Daniels porcelain curved corner signs. I called that collector who stated he still had his sign and his had been produced for a different drug store, as the top section was different. The bottom section and size was exactly the same as this example offered. I contacted several antique advertising dealers and no one had ever seen or heard of a porcelain sign like these for a veterinary company. Apparently, they are pretty common for beer and liquor saloons. So, to my knowledge and research, there are exactly two examples of this Dr. Daniels’ sign in existence. The reverse has both of the original mounting brackets, but is missing one attachment screw. I would judge the condition as very good. Porcelain signs are prone to chipping and this sign does have some minor edge chips and one larger
chip above the “&” in the top line of print. Otherwise it is clean and spectacular. Impossible to estimate something this rare and desirable so I am going to start the bidding at $1000, which is less than the consigner paid. I would not be surprised to see it end up in the $2000-3000 range. A common Dr. Daniels cabinet would cost you $2000 and I would much rather have this sign. Think about that comparison.

#09) **Dr. Daniels’ Glass Front Display Cabinet**: Early, c1890 wooden display cabinet that predates all of the Dr. Daniels’ tin front display cabinets. The cabinet has the original black stencil on the curved pediment and door, which reads: “DR DANIELS / WARRANTED / VETERINARY / MEDICINES.” The cabinet appears to have its original glass, door lock (no key), and back panel. One interior shelf has been cut in half to allow for the display of taller items. 29”x 16”x 6” overall size. The cabinet was painted white at one point and has been dry scraped to show the original stenciling. There are still traces of white on the edges of the door and the interior is still white. The top edge of the pediment has been sanded down. The entire cabinet needs some tung oil or some other wood enrichment product to bring out the luster of the wood. Many cabinets, such as this, were re-purposed to become medicine cabinets in homes after their use in the country store was over. This saved many cabinets for collectors today. Very scarce, original cabinet that just needs a little TLC. I have sold two of this style cabinet in the last seven years and both sold for about $1000. Opening bid on this example is $600 and will sell without further reserve.

#10) **Dr. Daniels’ Advertising Window Card**: Very scarce window card reminding you not to use a substitute for Dr. Daniels’ Remedies. A window card is a cardboard, advertising poster that was placed in the front window of a store to induce business and sales. They had a heavy cardboard backing on which a humorous print was attached. The backing was usually printed with some slogan or specific medicine advertising. This example has the slogan: **YOU MAY THINK YOURSELF A WINNER WITH THE HANDY SUBSTITUTE. THE WISE STICK TO DR. DANIELS’**. The print, dated 1913, is of a C. M. Coolidge painting named, “HIS STATION AND FOUR ACES.” It depicts a group of dog commuters on a train playing poker. The train conductor is announcing the next station and the bulldog, on the left, is quite distressed because he has just gotten four aces and will have to leave the game. 19”x 14” and is currently framed. The condition overall is MINT. The cardboard backing and the print are in perfect, as produced condition. This is the only example of this window card I have ever seen. The consigner purchased this card in the VCR auction thirteen years ago. Since that time, I have never seen another example. Opening bid is $350.

#11) **Dr. Daniels’, “Snowbound” Poster**: Advertising poster depicting an elderly couple trapped in their “Snowbound” home. The Mister is holding a bottle of Dr. Daniels’ Oster-Cocus Liniment while his wife is reading the directions from a Dr. Daniels’ booklet. The meaning, I would presume, would be that he can’t seek Human medical help, so he can rely on Dr. Daniels’ Liniment to fix his aches and pains. There is a framed image of Dr. Daniels’ on the couple’s wall. Perhaps these are Dr. Daniels’ parents and they are proud of their rich and successful son. In addition, a framed sign of the Dr. Daniels’ “snickering horse” can be seen on the back wall. A box of Dr. Daniels’ Renovator Powders is seen on the window seat that may be his next treatment. This poster has been professionally conserved, de-acidified, and mounted. It is currently in an archival frame with matting. This Iconic Dr. Daniels’ poster is as clean and bright as the day it was produced (c1906). I will call it Mint condition. Opening bid is $500. You will not be disappointed with this one.

#12) **Glover’s Dog Remedy Handbill**: Large, double-sided paper handbill, c1910, detailing the dog remedies produced and sold by Dr. H. Clay Glover, D.V.S. of New York City. The reverse is filled with testimonials to the effectiveness of his cures. The overall size is 14”x 18” and would look great framed. Old creases are evident and one old tape repair on the back of the upper left corner. He also advertised his Mange Remedy for Premature Baldness in men.

#13) **International Stock Food Poster #6, “DO YOU WANT MORE MILK?”**: Very large format poster showing a Jersey Cow filling four large barrels with milk. I have seen this poster with the cow filling milk cans, but I can’t remember seeing this variation with barrels before. Great image and color. If you love cows, how can you not love this poster? 21 ½”x 28 ¼”. Old fold lines are slightly visible and there are a couple of small paper separations in the folds. Nothing very serious. The large poster has wide, clean margins and is
This is the first example of this poster, in large format, that I have ever offered or recorded. I’ll estimate this poster at $500-700 and start the bidding at $200.

#14) International Stock Food Poster #76 with Brownies and “A 16 To 1 Money Maker”: This poster is one of the most desirable International pig posters for its great image of a white sow nursing her 16 piglets. An assembly line of six cartoon “Brownies” are shoveling ISF out of a wooden bucket and spoon feeding the sow to keep her healthy. She certainly has a smile on her face and a gleam in her eye. This poster is in mint condition with strong colors. The image size is 9”x 13” and it is currently wonderfully Triple Matted and framed with an overall size of 17”x 21”. There are no excuses needed for this one and it’s ready to hang on the wall. I have recorded five examples of this poster sold over the years, from a low of $160 to a high of $325. This example, with over a hundred dollars in framing, will start the bidding at $175.

#15) International Stock Food Poster #51, “It Will Make Your Sows Raise More Pigs”: This is a first time offering of this large format poster #51 showing a farmer feeding his pigs from a bucket of International Stock Food (ISF). He is holding some type of wooden Billy Club. Horses and cows can be seen in the background. The poster is very colorful and bright and has a great farm scene with many animals. The testimonial that was the impetus for this poster was from a farmer who’s three sows raised 52 pigs, all while eating ISF every day. 28”x 20 ½”. The condition flaws are limited to old fold lines, some margin tears where the folds were originally, and some very minor paper separations where some of the folds intersect. That’s it. It has wide margins, great color, interesting imagery, large size, and scarcity that make this an above average poster. I would estimate this poster at $400-600 and start the bidding at a reasonable $200.

#16) International Stock Food Poster #63 with Dan Patch and Cresceus: Large size, colorful lithograph depicting a race between Cresceus, “The Great Trotting King” and Dan Patch, “The Pacing Wonder and Harness Horse King.” Both of these world famous horses were owned by M. W. Savage, the owner of the International Stock Food Company in Minneapolis. Dan Patch is said to have been the greatest racehorse to ever live. Image size is 21”x 15” and is archival matted and framed in a custom frame. The poster does have paper losses to the border along the bottom and right edge. There are some slight losses on Cresceus’ left shoulder. The action of the horses, the strong color and image of the racetrack make this a very desirable poster. Framed and ready to hang. Opening bid is $150.

#17) International Stock Food Poster #69 with Jockey and Smiling Horse: Extremely colorful and desirable poster featuring a jockey in red and yellow silks and his horse. The horse is smiling and making “bug eyes” at the bucket of International Stock Food. The condition is outstanding and is near mint to mint. Clean and bright with no damage, plus it is in a beautiful custom cut matt and custom frame. Overall size is 20”x 16” and ready to hang. I have only recorded one example at auction and that was back in 2000 when it brought $400. I have known of a couple to sell privately in the $500-600 range without framing. This “No Excuses” example in custom frame will open at $350.00. You will love this poster.

#18) International Louse Killer Poster #97: This is a very scarce medicinal poster from the International Stock Food Company showing a canister of their International Louse Killer as the central image on this large poster. The little girl in the pink dress is powdering down the hens and chicks to kill those lice. The poster size is 16”x 22 ½” with wide clean margins and is currently nicely framed and matted. It’s ready to hang on the wall with no additional framing expenses. In the bottom margin is printed the company to which this poster was originally sent as an advertising give away, that was W. W. Barnes & Co. Andover. The condition of the poster is excellent with no stains or damage. There is one crease from the right edge across the arm of the girl and disappears near her hand. This is the first example of this poster that I have ever offered and it is extremely nice. Having a nice frame job, just adds value to this one. ISF Company posters depicting their medicines are at the top of the food chain. I would estimate this poster at $1200-1500 and open the bidding at $600.

#19) International Stock Food Tonic Poster with White Boar, #109: Very colorful poster with a large white boar in the center circle. He is surrounded by ears of corn above, and buckets of International Stock Food below. 10”x 13 ¾” with wide, clean borders. No Damage, perfect to frame. Opening bid is $50.
#20) **International Stock Food Poster with Young Girl and Hog, #127**: This poster depicts a bottle fed Poland China Hog that grew to 721 pounds in 14 months eating International Stock Food. This testimonial came from J. H. Sisson in Coan Springs, Virginia. 15 ½” x 22” and is much larger than other examples I have seen. This example has bold colors and wide, clean margins. It has old fold lines, one tape repair on the reverse, to a slight tear in the right margin. Opening bid $50.

#21) **International Stock Food Advertising Poster with Harness Horses, #180**: This paper advertising poster is targeting the farmer as it shows three plow horses in amazing physical condition and claims, “IT TONES UP THE SYSTEM AND HORSES WILL DO MORE WORK ON LESS GRAIN.” This is ISF poster #180 and one I had never previously seen. I would call this a medium size poster at 22” x 15 ½”. There is printed ISF advertising on the reverse. It has old fold lines and some old tape residue stain from the reverse, where some minor paper separation was occurring at the folds. Wide borders make this one a snap to frame. Opening bid is $35.00.

#22) **International Stock Food, “The Perfect Horse” Poster #205**: Poster produced by the M. W. Savage Art Department of the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. The banner in lower left proclaims, “THE PERFECT HORSE / ILLUSTRATING and NAMING / the DIFFERENT EXTERNAL / PARTS of the HORSE. The key lists all the numbered parts shown on the horse. You become an instant judge of horseflesh with this handy guide. 21 ½” x 16”. Excellent condition, clean and bright, with the only roughness confined to the edge of the white border. Another previously unrecorded poster from this company. Opening bid is $75.00.

#23) **Kendall’s Spavin Cure Poster**: Very large and graphic lithographed poster produced, c1900, by the Dr. B. J. Kendall Company of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. The color and detail of this this poster just jump out at you. The Victorian lady is feeding her horse a lump of sugar while her daughter, holding a Kendall’s Treatise on the Horse booklet, looks on. The two foxhounds are ready for the days hunt and the Lady’s hunting companions are riding up to the horse. The Kendall Spavin Cure Factory can be seen on the hillside in the background. This historic structure still stands in the town today. A variety of Kendall’s veterinary remedies are illustrated on the steps of the house. The condition of this poster is near perfect to mint. I can find no flaws. The colors are as bright and crisp as any example I have ever seen. The image size is very large, at 28” x 15”. The poster has been professionally conserved, de-acidified and mounted in an archival frame. All you have to do is hang it and enjoy it. I have recorded six of these posters selling in the last twenty years. The average price has been $1100 with the least expensive selling for $675. I’m going to split the difference between the low and average and start the bidding at $875. It is very hard to find a more magnificent veterinary patent medicine poster for this price.

#24) **Dr. LeGear, The Giant Horse Color Sign**: Color print from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis copyrighted in 1911 and showing the giant horse named after Dr. LeGear himself. He was advertised as the largest horse in the world at 21 hands tall and 2995 pounds. “HE IS PRONOUNCED BY VETERINARY SURGEONS AS THE GREATEST HORSE THAT EVER LIVED.” 16” x 20” image size with additional advertising on the reverse. It has some minor creases and edge tears that are really lost in the great color of this sign. It is currently matted and ready to frame.

#25) **Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Prescription Sign**: Paper advertising sign from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. The image is of a hen running, with feathers flying “TO GREATER EGG PRODUCTION.” HURRY THE MOLT! with Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Prescription. 18” x 11”. Other than having old quarter fold lines that are barely obvious, the sign is in clean original condition. I have never seen this poultry remedy sign previously. It has strong colors and great condition. Opening bid is $20.

#26) **Dr. McLean’s Volcanic Oil Liniment Advertising Thermometer**: There is a round metal case on this advertising thermometer from Dr. McLean’s of St. Louis, Missouri. The dial is dated May 1888 with a trademark date of 1886. The left side of the dial is above zero degrees and the right side is below zero degrees. The diameter overall is 9”. I have had it hanging and it seem to be pretty close temperature wise, but can not guarantee it is working or how accurate it is. The dial reads: DR J. H. McLEAN’S / VOLCANIC OIL /
LINIMENT / FOR MAN AND BEAST. The condition overall including the dial is excellent. Start the bidding at $75 and see where it goes. Estimate at $150-250.

#27) Park & Pollard Stoneware Poultry Crock: Park and Pollard was a company that produced poultry remedies and feed. This is a two gallon, salt glazed, stoneware crock with a stenciled image of a rooster carrying a sack of food and having the company’s slogan, “LAY OR BUST” on the sack. 11”x 6”. This crock originally had a wire bale handle extending from the “ears” on the side of the crock. I’m not sure if this was originally used to water the hens or toting food to the poultry yard. The overall condition is excellent with just one short hairline on the left side. Opening bid is just $25.

#28) Pratt’s Stock Food Tin Front Display Cabinet: Wooden, country store cabinet with lithographed tin front panel illustrating all of the veterinary medicines Pratt’s made c1900. 33”x 17”x 7 ½”. The Pratt’s Stock Food Company started in Philadelphia around 1870. This cabinet can be dated to the pre-1906 era by the illustration of the package of Colic Cure and the wording Pratt’s Heave Cure in the yellow box above the Colic Cure package. Use of the word “Cure,” in advertising, was made illegal by the Pure Food & Drug Act of 1906. This style cabinet was altered, in a later version, by deleting the words, “Pratt’s Heave Cure.” The later variation just has a blank yellow square with no printing whatever. So, this cabinet, offered in this auction is thought to be the first cabinet the Pratt’s Company produced. While all Pratt’s cabinets with product illustrations are considered rare, this first variation with the Heave Cure printing is the scarcest, in my experience. The cabinet retains its original curved pediment and lock. The Pratt’s name printed on the door frame is in excellent condition. The tin panel is very bright with good colors. It does have some staining and wear that can be seen in the photos. The worst of the wear and minor paint chipping can be seen in the Healing Ointment tin illustration. The wooden knob above the lock is an addition, probably when the store’s owner lost the key. Overall, I would give this a condition score of 7-7 ½. It displays very well and would look great on the wall or shelf. Only a very few of these cabinets have ever come up for auction in the last fifteen years and the last two I have recorded have averaged selling for over $4000. The consigner, a retired veterinarian, has requested a modest $1000 opening bid without a further reserve. This is an excellent chance for you to add this rare cabinet to your collection.

#29) Pratt’s Poultry Regulator Stand-Up Display: Heavy cardboard display designed to stand up with a box of Pratt’s Poultry Regulator. The dark blue bottom folds out, while the eggs pop up, and the area of the box printed on the display opens up for you to place a real box of Regulator. Then the whole display stands alone as a point of purchase marketing tool. It does not appear that the display has ever been “put together” and used as it was intended. Colors are very bright and display is very graphic. There is some minor foxing along the edges and some minor edge wear. 22 ½”x 15”. This is the only example of this display I have sold. It originally sold in 2005 for $130. Open it at $30 just to get the eggs rolling. Veterinary displays, such as this, really add an increased interest in viewing your collection. You can really see how the product was originally sold.

#30) Ricksecker’s Dog Soap Counter Display with 3-D Dog House: Molded chalkware display from Ricksecker’s Dog Soaps showing a full bodied 3-D Bulldog emerging from his dog house. The Bulldog has glass eyes, a red mouth, and a protective look on his face. The overall size is 10” tall, 8” wide, and 5” deep. It has an original metal hanging loop at the apex of the roof, in the back. So it could be displayed on a flat counter or hung on the wall. The display is painted black and white and the paint shows aged wear. I’m not sure if this is “factory” paint or added by a storeowner later. Condition is excellent with no distracting damage. Ricksecker produced two Dog Soap statues, this dog house style and the sitting dog style that we sold in the March 2013 VCR auction for $1100. This dog house style is the rarer of the two styles, in my opinion, as this is only one of two examples I have recorded in my “Compendium of Prices Realized” since 1993. Please contact me if you have any questions about this outstanding Dog Soap display. We will open the bidding at $300 to get the ball rolling. From there it will sell for the fair market value and become part of your collection.

#31) Spratt’s Dog Cakes Poster: Could a dog have a more expectant look on his face than this guy who can’t wait to feast on his Spratt’s Dog Cakes? Spratt’s Veterinary Remedies and Dog Food was produced in Newark, New Jersey. 20”x 30”. This image can’t help but bring a smile to the face of anyone who views it. This
lithographic paper poster was unknown to me prior to its consignment. It is also the only Spratt’s paper poster I have ever recorded at auction. The condition overall is near mint to mint with just the most outstanding colors you can imagine. Photos will not do this justice compared to viewing it in real life. As if you needed to improve the condition, the consigner has had the poster professionally conserved and mounted on linen to preserve it for posterity. Because of its outstanding condition, conservation, and adorable image I’m going to estimate this one at $600-1200. Let’s start the bidding at $400 and see how it goes. Honestly, who would not like this poster in their office?

#32) **Ward’s Pot Scraper**: Thin, metal pot scraper, advertising “**Ward’s Stock and Poultry Tonic.**” This is a fairly scarce give-away item as I have only recorded three examples sold at auction since 1997. The only example I have sold was in 2000 where one brought $150. 3”x 3 ¼”. This was used, just as the term implies, to scrape the bottom of pots. Thus, most of these would have been used, damaged, and thrown away. The condition is very good with just some minor wear to the edges. It displays quite well and is nice and bright. This is the only pot scraper I have ever seen advertising veterinary remedies.

#33) **Wilbur’s White Rock Hoof Packing Poster**: Advertising posters from the Wilbur Stock Food Company of Milwaukee are extremely hard to find and are highly sought by collectors. Most examples, when they become available, come from long held private collections. Such is the case with this poster and the next two examples. This poster shows a horseman, in the stable, treating his horse’s hoof with Wilbur’s White Rock Hoof Packing. A wooden bucket, so named, can be seen between the horses legs. The slogan clearly claims that White Rock “**CURES ALL HOOF TROUBLES.**” The poster also claims the Wilbur’s is “**THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HORSE SPECIALITIES IN THE WORLD.**” Dr. Daniels’ might have had something to say about that last claim. The color is phenomenal, there is no damage, and the poster has wide clean margins. To add to this outstanding condition, the consigner has had the poster professionally de-acidified and mounted on linen. This conservation will allow this poster to survive for many collecting generations in the future. Size is 13 ¼”x 20 ¾”. There are not really any current comparables to base an auction estimate, but I know Wilbur’s medicine posters have changed hands privately in the $2000 range. I’ll estimate this wonderful example at $1800-2500 and start the bidding at $1000.

#34) **Wilbur’s Stock Food Poster, Mechtchilde**: This Wilbur’s Stock Food Company poster features, Mechtchilde, a Holstein-Freisian cow that held the largest official milk and butter record in the world. She ate Wilbur’s Food for less than a cent a day. The pitch is your cow can be just like Mechtchilde if you feed her Wilbur’s. The poster is 14”x 21” with wide, clean margins. The condition is very good to excellent with some very minor, short edge tears that have had tape applied to the back, to prevent further tearing. Only one of the tears, at the very bottom, extends past the margin. There is also some VERY light damp stains in the print of the bottom third of the poster. This has caused a slight bleed of the red print in some limited areas. This is not really distracting, but I like to be very detailed with my descriptions. This Wilbur’s does not have as much of a WOW Factor as the previous lot, but is still a scarce and desirable poster especially for the Dairy related collector. Let’s estimate this poster at $600-800 and start the bidding at $400. You collectors will decide it’s worth.

#35) **Wilbur’s Stock Food, Pabst Blue Ribbon Team Poster**: Paper poster produced by Wilbur’s Stock Food Company to showcase the Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer Champion Six Horse Team in the World. It is dated 1904. The image is of the champion team pulling a Pabst beer wagon. The advertising and Wilbur connection in the lower left corner where Wilbur’s tells the world that the team got to be Champions by eating Wilbur’s Stock Food every day. The poster is framed with glass on the reverse to show the Wilbur advertising on the back of the poster. Image size is 30 ¾”x 14”. This advertising, on the reverse, illustrates the Wilbur Veterinary Remedies they sold and the company’s owners. This poster is fairly common and to my mind, the advertising on the back is more interesting. The edges are a little tattered, but this would all frame out with a mat added to the frame. Additional photos of the advertising on the reverse can be found on the web site. Open this one as you please.
Paper Ephemera
Letterhead, Envelops, Flyers & Blotters

#36) **Champion Live Stock and Poultry Food Advertising Envelope**: Champion Food was produced by the Champion Food Company of New York. Their logo, seen on the left, is a rearing horse within a horseshoe. Their slogan was “Money Saved By Its Use!!” This early advertising envelope is dated 1893 and was mailed from the company to Augustus Weber of Allentown, Pennsylvania. Very good condition, opened from the top without damage.

#37) **International Stock Food Company and Farm Advertising Envelope**: Fantastic, colorful envelope highlighting the famous horses owned by M. W. Savage, owner of the ISF Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota. The left side features a detailed depiction of **Dan Patch 1:55** and a bucket of International Stock Food. The three horses shown in the center are **Minor Heir**, **George Gano**, and **Arion**. The famous International Horse Barn is illustrated above the horses. “MY 200 HORSES EAT IT EVERY DAY. M.W. SAVAGE, OWNER.” 9”x 4”. The back is multicolored with advertising and an illustration of the ISF factory. Excellent condition overall with only minor edge wear. I have only one other example recorded. It sold in 1997 for $180. This is one of the best veterinary related advertising envelopes you are ever likely to see. Opening bid is $50.

#38) **Magic Food Company Envelope and Invoice**: Advertising envelope and original invoice dated 1906, from the Magic Food Company of Chattanooga, Tennessee to a dealer in Roper, North Carolina. The envelope shows a horse “before and after” using Magic Food. Obviously, he is raring to go after eating this “Magic” food. Their slogan was a catchy, “MAGIC FOOD ACTS LIKE MAGIC.” The invoice lists all the veterinary remedies and stock food the company produced at the time. The envelope was opened along the left side and is missing the left upper corner. Any item from this Southern company is scarce and this is the first item of paper ephemera that I have ever recorded.

Photographs, Post Cards & Trade Cards

#39) **Conkey’s Poultry Remedies Post Card**: Unused, divided back post card, copyright 1906 from the Conkey’s Company of Cleveland. The reverse has some advertising for Conkey’s Roup Cure, while the front has the “Sick Chicken” logo. Card has some minor smudges and soft corner tips.

#40) **Conkey’s Stock Remedies Trade Card**: This card is much less common than the Poultry card for collectors. The poor old horse is on his last leg and is actually sitting on a stool getting ready to down a huge gulp of Conkey’s Stock Remedy. This trade card has a copyright date of 1909. The reverse lists the dozen Stock Remedies that were available. Excellent condition.

#41) **Hehman’s Improved Compound Food Trade Card Pair (2)**: This lot contains two cards with different horse images, both given away by John Kattenhorn who represented Hehman’s Stock Food for Horses, Mules, Cattle, Hogs, and Sheep. “Cures all troubles of the bowels and intestine.” Hehman & Son’s home office was in Cincinnati, Ohio, so says the advertising on the reverse. One card is in excellent condition and one card is missing the lower left corner. Lot of Two (2).

#42) **Humphreys’ Veterinary Cure Oil Trade Card**: Colorful card from Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics advertising their Veterinary Cure Oil. There is a list of all the Humphreys’ veterinary remedies on the reverse of the card. Card is in excellent condition.

#43) **Seely’s Liquid Cough, Heave and Distemper Cure Trade Card**: The cure was sold by S. S. Seely in Bath, New York. The image is Jay Eye See, 2:10 ¼. The card is dated, by the printer, 1883. Card has some minor edge wear and a weak purple stamp in the sky, from the store that gave away this card.
**#44) Diseases of the Horse or the Practical Horse Doctor, Giving the Description, Cause, Prevention and Proper Treatment of all Diseases of the Horse:** This is probably the longest name on a veterinary booklet I have ever seen. Written by Dr. C. L. Morin, V. S. and published by the drug company of J. W. Beattey of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. The booklet is undated and is advertising Scotch Oil Horse Liniment. Several of the Scotch Oil testimonials are dated 1888-89. The booklet is 4 ½” x 6” and is 64 pages in length. The title tells you what the booklet contains. Spine shows some minor wear and there is some slight foxing of the pages, however the booklet is clean and crisp and essentially looks unused.

**#45) The Horse Disease and Treatment:** Booklet of 96 pages from Dr. John T. Claris of Buffalo, New York detailing the use of Dr. Claris’ Veterinary Remedies. 5 ½” x 7 ¾”. The booklet contains many real photo illustrations of the interior and exterior of Dr. Claris’ veterinary hospital and laboratory. Interior pages are clean and crisp, looking unused. The front cover is foxed and the back cover is missing. Very scarce booklet from a desirable veterinary patent medicine company.

**#46) Fleming’s Farm and Live Stock Almanac 1915:** Almanac from the Fleming Brothers of Chicago, makers of an extensive line of veterinary remedies. This 32 page booklet is filled with routine almanac material plus extensive advertising and illustrations of the Fleming’s Veterinary Remedies. 6” x 9”. The image on the cover is of a boy thrown from his dog cart as his dog chases a cat through a Fleming’s billboard. Pages are clean. The cover shows some smudges and corner wear and the bottom one third of the spine is unattached. The cover is firmly attached to the booklet however. I have not seen this year, 1915, in 15 years. Scarce example.

**#47) Q-W Dog Remedies Booklet, “All About Dogs”:** Published in 1936 by Henri Vibert, self proclaimed “Dog Specialist” and owner of Q-W Laboratories in Plainfield, New Jersey. The booklet has 96 pages of dog care and disease treatment with Q-W Remedies. 6” x 9”. The cover has a couple of light stains, otherwise in excellent condition. This is the first example of this booklet that I have offered and from a desirable dog remedy company.

**#48) Timely Suggestions to Farmers, Stockmen and Poultrymen:** Booklet printed by the Prussian Remedy Company of St. Paul, Minnesota. 5” x 7” and 64 pages overall. Filled with illustrations of Prussian Veterinary Remedies and details how to use them successfully on your livestock. The condition is a little rough with the cover being detached. There is minor light stain to a few pages and some corner wear at the bottom. The booklet is complete with all pages firmly attached. This is only the second example I have seen of this booklet, so even in less than ideal condition, it is still very collectible.

**#49) Sal-Vet, “I’ve Come to Tell You How Your Stock Can Doctor Themselves”:** Booklet from the S. R. Feil Company of Cleveland, Ohio, makers of the Sal-Vet line of veterinary remedies. The booklet has thirty pages of home treatment with Sal-Vet Remedies and testimonials. 5 ¾” x 9”. Date of publication is c1912. The cover has a slight edge tear and one corner tip missing. The pages are clean. This is the first offering of this booklet that I have recorded.
We are starting this section with the second half of a very large collection of Dog Soaps. There should be something for everyone in this group and a chance to start your collection or significantly add to it.

#50) **Dr. Clayton’s KILFLEA Dog Soap Three Pack with Original Box:** We start this section off with a bang. The lot contains three (3) Dr. Clayton KILFLEA Dog Soaps, all in original wrapping, boxes and never used. All three soap boxes are in an original cardboard advertising box with lid illustrating the Dog Soaps within. The condition of everything is outstanding. The lid to the outer box has one tear to a side that does not reach the top or effect display. One box is slightly toned a little darker than the other two boxes. That it! This has got to be the top of the mountain for Dog Soap, dog medicine, or Dr. Clayton Remedy collectors. 7”x 3 ½”x 1 ¾” total size. We sold one box of this soap in our last auction for $175. Here we have a three pack and the box. Opening bid will be $200 and let it fly from there.

#51) **Dr. Daniels’ Floating Shampoo:** Cardboard box with a used bar and several paper inserts from Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Remedies of Boston. Old Time illustration of a Bulldog is on the front panel. Original price was 15 cents. 3”x 3”x 1”. Box has a few smudges and slight wear to the opening flap, but it’s all there. This is currently the only example to be recorded, this selling in our auction in 2008 for $400. Since that time, no other example has come to auction. This Dr. Daniels’ example sold at a time when there were several collectors chasing Dog Soaps quite aggressively. The market has calmed down somewhat, but this is still a very desirable soap and Dr. Daniels’ collectible. We will open the bidding at $100 and see where it goes.

#52) **Cenol Flea Soap:** Colorful cardboard box with Boston Terrier logo and lightly used original soap bar from the Cenol Company of Chicago. 3 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Their slogan is “A DOG MUST BE CLEAN TO BE HAPPY.” Condition of the box is excellent overall.

#53) **Dent’s Medicated Dog Soap:** Unused bar in paper wrapper from the Dr. Dent Medicine Company of Newburgh, New York. The side panel reads: ‘THIS SOAP CONTAINS MEDICAL ELEMENTS FOR THE SKIN,” 3”x 2”x 1”. The front panel has the two bird dog company logo in red. The paper wrapper is in rough shape with the seams coming apart at the top and bottom. Paper losses to the bottom panel and some green staining to the paper from the soap bar, itself, over the years. Still, Dr. Dent medicines are in high demand and this is **ONE of only TWO** Dent Dog Soaps I have ever seen. Very desirable soap, in not so desirable condition. Where does the price meet between these two issues? You decide.

#54) **Electric Kill Flea Shampoo Dog Soap:** Unopened paper wrapper covering original, unused soap bar from the Electric City Kennel of Buffalo, New York. 3”x 2”x 1”. This package is in near mint original condition. It is extremely clean and bright with a Spaniel dog logo on the front panel. I’m not sure if the kennel was implying that the bar contained electricity to kill fleas, but other patent medicine companies have done so. This exact bar, the only example I have ever seen or recorded, sold in 2001 for $140. Here is another chance to add this top shelf soap to your collection. Opening bid is $50.

#55) **FLESOAP:** Cardboard box containing unused bar, still in original wrapper from Armour and Company of Chicago. The box has great graphics of five different dogs. 3 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Two great slogans are printed on the box. “A CLEAN DOG IS A HEALTHY DOG.” One side panel states: “Flesoap is pre-eminently the soap to use in the preparation of animals for exhibition. It leaves the coat smooth and silky.” The right end panel has been torn off. This is the only example ever recorded and it previously sold in 2000 for $110. No other examples are known to me, at this time. Sold to your high bid with no opening requirement.

#56) **Glover’s Imperial Flea Soap:** Cardboard box with original unwrapped, unused soap bar from the H. Clay Glover Company of Toms River, NJ. This is a scarce, c1950 example with a Cocker Spaniel logo on the front panel. 3 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Condition is generally very good with minor edge wear and smudges. It is bright and displays very well.

#57) **Guardian Dog Soap:** Unopened paper wrapped bar in unused condition from Potter & Wrightington of
Boston. Real photo image of dog on the front panel. 3”x 2”x 1”. “POSITIVELY KILLS FLEAS.” Wrapper has separation along the end panels but is still sealed. There is minor damp stain at the right end. This is one of only three previously offered examples. Displays well with bright blue color.

#58) **Hobson’s Dog and Veterinary Soap:** Cardboard box with original, embossed and unused soap bar from the Pfeiffer Chemical Co. of New York. 3 ¼”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¼”. This box is a different variation from an example in our last auction. A medicated soap used for itching, mange, and it kills fleas. Condition is rough with the box having stains and end flap damage.

#59) **Rex Hunters Medicated Dog Soap:** Cardboard box with unused soap bar still in original wrapper from Hilger & Company of Binghamton, New York. Springer Spaniel logo image on the front panel. 3 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ⅛”. “Multi-purposed medicated soap.” Condition is excellent with just some very minor handling smudges. Only two previous examples have been recorded with very different results. One sold in 1996 for $35 and the other in 2010 for $250. I’ll guess this one will sell in the middle and the under-bidder from 2010 will get a second chance. Opening bid is $35.

#60) **Kennel King Dog Soap:** Unopened paper wrapped bar in unused condition from Kennel King, Los Angeles, California. Logo image is of a Bulldog wearing a golden crown. 3”x 2”x 1”. End panels have some wear and minor paper losses. Color is great and condition overall is very good. This is the only example of this dog soap recorded. It sold way back in 1998, before the interest in dog soaps bloomed, for $20. We will open the bidding at that same $20 and see what this unique soap sells for.

#61) **Dr. LeGear’s Flea and Shampoo Soap for Dogs and Cats, FREE SAMPLE:** Unopened paper envelope containing a free sample soap bar. This was produced, in the medicine line, with the logo of the three dogs. This can be seen in the lower left corner of the envelope. 5”x 3 ½”x ¼”. Very slight seam split at bottom left, otherwise excellent condition. Rare Free Sample.

#62) **Dr. LeGear’s Flea Soap for Dogs and Cats:** Cardboard box with original unused, wrapped bar from the Dr. LeGear Medicine company of St. Louis. This example is a little later than the free sample example in the lot previous. Condition is very good with some handling wear and the reverse side is faded. 3”x 2”x 1”.

#63) **Lister’s Dog Soap:** Unopened bar in the original paper wrapper from Johnson & Johnson. Super image on the front panel of a dog with his ears flying back form his head. Active ingredient was Cresole. 3 ¼”x 2”x 1”. Clean and bright condition with just a small tear to the package at the top. The soap bar has never been removed from the package and it remains unopened. A very scarce example, especially in this condition.

#64) **PAL-O-MINE Dog Soap:** Cardboard box with an unused, embossed soap bar from the Mona Soap Company of Camden, New Jersey. “A MILD NON-IRRITATING DESTROYER OF FLEAS AND LICE.” 3 ¼”x 2”x 1 ¼”. Box has slight scuffing at the left end. This is the only example I have ever recorded. It first sold in my auction in 2002 and no other examples have come up since that time. Bid as you see fit.

#65) **Pulvex Dog Soap:** Pulvex Dog Soap metal, hinged back soap container with original, unused bar from Cooper and Nephew of Chicago. The bar still has its original paper wrapper and there is a large paper insert showing a cartoon dog and cat. 3 ¼”x 2 ⅛”x 1 ¼”. The metal canister has some minor oxidation and aging to the paint, but my impression is that this is just aging and not wear. The interior bar and paper is in mint condition. This is the first example with the metal container that I have ever offered.

#66) **Ranger Flea Soap:** Bright red cardboard box with two partially used soap bars from Ranger Products of New Haven, CT. German Shepherd Dog drawing is the logo and he sort of resembles Rin Tin Tin. 3 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Condition is a little rough with top flap damage and scuffing on the front panel, however, this is the only example I have ever recorded. It sold in 2005 for over $100. This auction also will offer a small collection of Ranger Dog Medicines. These will be the first medicines from this company ever offered by VCR. Previously, only flea powder canisters had been offered.
#67) **Sergeant’s Carbolic Tar Soap:** Cardboard box with original unused, wrapped bar and paper inserts from the Polk Miller company of Richmond, Virginia. This is the first of three Sergeant’s Dog Soaps to be offered. This example is the earliest with the Bird Dog image logo. There is no mention of flea killing on the box. It is described as “AN ALL-PURPOSE SOAP THAT REFRESHES AND CLEANSES.” 3 3/4”x 2 3/4”x 1 3/4”. Condition is excellent. I have only recorded one example of this style box and this is most likely the same example. Scarce at the least.

#68) **Sergeant’s Skip-Flea Soap:** Cardboard box with original unused, wrapped bar and paper inserts from the Polk Miller company of Richmond, Virginia. This example has the Bird Dog image in a circle on the front panel. 3 3/4”x 2 3/4”x 1 3/4”. If not for the small scuff where a price sticker was removed on the front panel, this would be mint condition.

#69) **Sergeant’s Skip-Flea Soap, Boston Terrier:** Cardboard box with original unused, wrapped bar and paper inserts from the Polk Miller company of Richmond, Virginia. This example has a cartoon image of a Boston Terrier in the bath on the front panel. Slogan reads, “THE SPECIAL SOAP FOR YOUR DOG.” 3 3/4”x 2 3/4”x 1 3/4”. Handling wear at the corners are the only flaws. Bright colors that display well.

#70) **Spratt’s Black Flea Soap:** YELLOW cardboard box with original unused BLACK soap bar from Spratt’s of Newark, New Jersey. This black example contained Mercuric Iodide and was apparently marketed more for its flea killing that the next Spratt’s example, the White Soap. This box reads, “HARMFUL IF TAKEN INTERNALLY.” 3”x 2”x 1”. Condition in generally excellent with minor smudges but no damage. This is the only example of the Black Soap that I have recorded and it sold previously in a 2004 VCR auction for $235. Displays beautifully, super scarce. Opening bid will be $50.

#71) **Spratt’s White Flea Dog Soap:** MINT original, GREEN cardboard box with unused WHITE soap bar still wrapped in original paper from Spratt’s of Newark, New Jersey. 3”x 2”x 1”. This Spratt’s White Soap was sold as a milder example to be used in preparation for exhibiting your dog at a dog show. The word, “FLEA” has a much less prominent position on this green box than the BLACK soap, yellow box variation. I’ll call this mint condition, clean and bright. **BONUS:** This lot will also contain a variation green box with no soap bar and end damage. This box does not state WHITE or BLACK soap. Opening bid $25.

#72) **Stanley’s Anti-Flea Dog Soap:** Unused bar still wrapped in paper, within the outer cardboard box. Made by the John Stanley Company of New York. Bulldog graphics are on the front and back. The colors are strong, but the box is a little beat up with edge wear and creasing, especially on the back. It displays well and the dogface is impressive. 3 3/4”x 2 1/2”x 1 3/4”. Only four previous examples have been recorded, so it’s pretty scarce.

#73) **Tilley’s “Timid Joe” Dog Soap:** Unused paper wrapped soap bar, still sealed and never opened. The graphics on the front is of a greyhound-like dog jumping a fence to chase a rabbit. 3”x 2”x 1”. Condition is excellent with just a bit of handling wear. This exact dog soap sold in 2002 for $200. It is the only example I have ever seen, heard about, or sold. Here is a possibly unique example to highlight your collection. Opening bid will be $25 just to get the ball rolling.

#74) **American Poultry Food:** Extremely colorful and graphic box featuring “Uncle Sam” from the American Stock Food Company of Fremont, Ohio. 8 3/4”x 5”x 1 1/2”. “PREVENTS AND CURES ALL DISEASES OF POULTRY.” On the front panel, Uncle Sam is tipping his hat to the prolific egg production of the hen while he is carrying a box of American Poultry Food. The back panel has a very colorful representation of a large variety of fowls. Because of the great graphics, this box is always in demand. All the examples I have ever handled were empty and had some minor bug holes scattered along the edges of the box. This example is no exception. It also has some minor corner wear. Only one example of the seven previous sales I have recorded sold for under $300. The high sale was $600 in 2006. Opening bid here will be $100 and let the bidders speak.

#75) **Dr. Bell’s Veterinary Medical Wonder:** Complete package with unopened bottle with label and contents, box and paper inserts. Everything is in crisp, near mint condition. Used for pain, colic, fever,
scours… you name it, it cured it. Truly advertised as a Cure-All. 4 ¾” x 1 ½” x 1”. Red and black trade mark of a Bell is on the front of the box. “DOSE BY DROPS. NO DRENCHING.

#76) **Blackman’s Stock Powder**: Large, unopened cardboard box with contents from the Blackman Stock Medicine Company of Chattanooga, Tennessee. 9” x 6” x 3”. Farm yard imagery on the front with a large barn and animals. Blackman’s is best known for their Salt Brick and associated wooden display stands. This is the first example of this remedy to be recorded. Condition is only good, as the box has been exposed to dampness at one time. The cardboard has the tiny bumps you see when this occurs. The overall look is OK, but close examination tells the tale. There is splitting of the edge on the reverse. No product seems to be leaking and box looks stable. Rare example, that would look good on your Blackman Stand, but not in the best of condition.

#77) **Capitol Colic Remedy---Unopened**: Unopened canister, fully original with all contents intact from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. One of only three examples to ever be recorded and the only example to still be fully intact and unopened. This Colic Remedy first sold in the VCR auction of March 2006 where it brought $650 and it is offered here again due to health issues by the consigner. 8 ¾” x 3”. Colorful running horse on the front panel. “A SCIENTIFIC REMEDY FOR THE RADICAL CURE OF COLIC IN ALL ITS FORMS.” “RESULTS MUST BE OBTAINED OR DEATH WILL FOLLOW.” The left side illustrates horses in the three stages of colic. Excellent condition with only minor handling wear. An outstanding veterinary medicine that is a top shelf item in ANY collection. Opening bid is $200.

#78) **Capitol Heave Cough and Distemper Cure**: Unopened box with contents from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. 4 ½” x 6” x 2”. “…FOR THE RADICAL CURE OF HEAVES…” Very early CURE that has two 1898 Tax Stamps on the top panel. The box is intact but weak and aged at many points. The original contents are inside, but the powder does leak with movement and shipping. The worst of the wear is at the top of the right side panel where there is a gap between the top and the side allowing the powder to leak potentially. There is also some old tape in this area. As a shelf piece, just sitting, it displays well and is certainly collectible for something as old and rare. The next owner can make the decision on whether or not to remove the powder contents. Opening bid $50.

#79) **Capitol Heave Cough and Distemper Remedy**: Unopened box with contents from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. 6 ½” x 4” x 2”. “GREAT TONIC AND HORSE RESTORATIVE.” “The Latest Discovery, Heaves can be Cured.” The color on the box was printed off register, meaning the red color did not line up properly so the red is about ¼” below where it should have printed on the front panel. Other than that, condition is very good with just the typical edge bumps here and there. This is also the only example I have ever seen of this remedy. It first sold in 1998, to Dr. Gordon Layton and remained in his collection until his single owner veterinary auction, by VCR, in 2011 when it was purchased by the current consigner. It is possibly unique, but certainly extremely rare. Opening bid $75.

#80) **Capitol Poultry Remedy**: Unopened, extremely colorful box with contents from the Capitol Food Company of Tiffin, Ohio. The Great Egg Producer and Poultry Tonic. 5” x 7 ¼” x 2”. “THE BEST BY TEST FROM VETERINARY SCIENCE.” Colorful images on all four sides. Capitol made 21 Stock and Poultry Remedies. Box has some minor wear and scuffing to the red edge of the front panel as seen. One small hole is evident on the left edge. This small hole could leak minimal contents during shipping. Great shelf package as the color and graphics don’t get much better than this for a veterinary remedy box.

#81) **Carpenter’s Poultriotone, A Perfect Poultry Tonic**: Unopened canister with paper label from the W. D. Carpenter Company of Chicago. 5” x 3 ¼”. Label extends completely around canister and has several colorful fowl on the reverse. The label does have the 1906 Drug Act disclaimer. Condition overall is very good with the canister having one small punch on the top that has had the cardboard sealed with glue, with no product leakage.

#82) **Cenol Flea Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents form the Cenol Company of Chicago. Kills Fleas on Dogs, Cats, Foxes, Poultry, and Chicks. Mint, unused condition. 5” x 2”. Image on the front is a puppy at the bottom looking up at the kitten at the top. This is the first offering of this Flea Powder.
#83) **Dr. Clayton’s Bowel Constringent Medicine for Dogs:** Bottle with partial contents, paper label, box and paper insert from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. This is an earlier example with the St. Bernard logo on the box and bottle label. This was used for diarrhea in dogs. 5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 1 ¼”. Box has some damage to the top edge and one flap while the paper label of the bottle only has a minor smudge on the front. A scarce remedy from this company as this is only the third example to be recorded. The last example sold in 2006 and brought $235.

#84) **Dr. Clayton’s Canker Lotion for Dogs:** Bottle with wrap around paper label, box and paper inserts from the Dr. George Clayton Company of Chicago. This was used for irritated ears due to Ear Mites. 5 ¼” x 2” x 2 ¼”. The red Bulldog logo is on the box and the bottle label. Box has some very minor corner wear while the bottle label is excellent. Only a couple of these have been recorded with a box. Bright colors on this example really display it to the best advantage.

#85) **Dr. Clayton’s Eye Lotion for Dogs:** Bottle with paper label from the Dr. George Clayton Company of Chicago. It was used to “irrigate” the eyes of a dog. 5” x 1 ¾” x 1”. Red Bulldog logo on the label. Label is in very good condition with just light smudges and very minor edge wear. Scarce example.

#86) **Dr. Clayton’s Little Red Bullets for Toy Dogs and Toy Puppy Dogs:** Blue cardboard box sporting the Red Bulldog logo from the Dr. George Clayton Company of Chicago. 2 ¾” x 2” x ¾”. This was used as a worming agent for Hookworms and Large Roundworms in Toy Dogs. Package contains its original contents and paper insert. Very minor corner wear. Blue color of box is very sharp and crisp. It has been seven (7) years since one of these has become available.

#87) **Dr. Clayton’s Sedative Medicine for Cats:** Unopened bottle with cork top, paper label, contents, box, and paper inserts from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. This was an anti-convulsion medicine for cats and kittens. 4” x 1 ½” x 1 ¼”. Cat logo, in red, is on the front of the box. Bottle and label are near mint. Box has a ¾” tear to one seam on the reverse, otherwise it is in excellent condition. Three previous examples have been recorded and all sold for well over $100. Veterinary patent medicines that were specifically used for Cats and Kittens are very scarce and highly collectible.

#88) **Dr. Clayton’s Sedative Medicine for Dogs and Puppies:** Unopened bottle with paper label, contents, box, and paper insert from Dr. George Clayton Company of Chicago. 5 ¼” x 1 ¾” x 1 ¼”. This was used for convulsions in dogs and puppies and is the dog variation of the previous cat example. Bottle label is light pink with a bright red Bulldog logo and is in excellent condition. The box is excellent with only a small scuff at the bottom. Here is a chance to have both the dog and cat variations.

#89) **Dr. Clayton’s Tonic Condition Pills with Pepsin for Dogs:** Cardboard box with contents from Dr. Clayton of Chicago. Printed on the side of the box is: “This Style Package Adopted October 1st, 1918 For the Conservation of labor and material during the war.” Box has the earlier St. Bernard logo, in blue, on two sides. 2 ½” x 1” x 1”. Excellent condition. Only one previous example of this remedy is recorded and I believe that this is that example. It sold in the VCR auction of 2006 for $65.

#90) **Cole’s Veterinary Carbosalve:** Lithographed green tin with black print from J. M. Cole & Company of Black River Falls, Wisconsin. 2 ½” x 2”. “Cures Scratches, Galls, Sores and All Flesh Wounds.” “A PERFECT REMEDY FOR THE SKIN AND DISEASES OF THE FEET OF HORSES AND CATTLE.” Excellent condition with just very slight edge wear. I have sold packing crates, trade cards, free samples and displays for Veterinary Carbosalve, but this is the first time I have ever offered the actual lithographed tin container. This tin looks great, but these green tins are hard to photograph. We’ll do the best me can to give you a true image of this very scarce tin.

#91) **Conkey’s Colic Remedy for Horses:** Corked bottle with paper label, dried contents, and original cardboard packing canister with paper label. 4 ½” x 2”. “A QUICK REMEDY WHERE HASTE IS NECESSARY.” Paper label has only some minor smudging, otherwise bright and clean. The canister is lightly toned and has some minor paper loss along the top edge. We sold an example in the last auction, in slightly
better condition, for $550. Here is a chance for the under bidder to claim a scarce Colic Remedy.

#92) **Conkey’s Bronchitis Remedy**: Canister with paper label on the outside and bottle on the inside. The outside canister displays very well but unfortunately the inside bottle has leaked and stained the paper label. 4 ½”x 2”. All of the Bronchitis examples I have recorded had boxes while this is a canister. I’m not sure if that means anything but it does make this one a little different. You are bidding on the canister, as the bottle is present but does not display well.

#93) **Conkey’s Head Lice Ointment**: Early ointment tube with contents, paper label and box. 4”x 1”x 1”. Ointment box is dated 1911 when this style package was adopted. Tube label is in very good condition. The box is toned an even brown and is missing all of the bottom flaps. No previous example has been recorded.

#94) **Conkey’s Lice Powder, Rare Small Size**: Unopened canister with full contents and paper label. 4”x 2 ¼”. Image on the front is of a young girl, in a bonnet, powdering up hens in her poultry yard. This is the small twenty cent size that has been marked down on the label to ten cents. All the examples I have recorded are for the large 6” size. This is, I believe, the first small size I have ever offered. A few minor scuffs and slight tears near the bottom can be seen. One of the scarcer Lice Powders to find generally and this is the even more scarce, small size.

#95) **Conkey’s Roup Cure**: Beautiful colored, unopened, wooden canister with paper label and contents from the G. E. Conkey Company of Cleveland. 4 ½”x 2”. I can find no record of this style Roup Cure ever being offered previously. It does have some minor paper losses along the top edge, but overall it displays extremely well.

#96) **Dr. Daniels Horse Renovator**: Cardboard box with one dozen individual dose boxes used as a Condition Powder and Tonic in horses and an aid in treating Colic in horses and cows. 3 ¾”x 2 ½”x 2”. Minor toning to the box and some edge wear evident to the right edge of the top flap. Labeled to also treat Dyspepsia, Apoplexy, Hidebound, and Staggers.

#97) **Dr. Daniels’ Pileozion or Wonder Worker**: Amber, unopened, 12 sided bottle with paper label, contents, box, and many paper inserts and coupons. This is the small, 25 cent size of Wonder Worker that Dr. Daniel’s also sold for Human use. 5”x 1 ½”. The bright and colorful label, which extends almost completely around the bottle, is in mint condition. When I removed it from the box and its wrappers, it appeared that it had never been out of the box previously. The box is crisp and bright with only some light stain at a couple of edges. The front panel is as good as you are likely to see. This is THE COMPLETE PACKAGE, just as it would have come from the Daniels’ factory. In the last auction we sold an example of just this bottle, without the box for over $100. You will never have to upgrade this beauty.

#98) **Dr. Daniels’ Worm Powder for Horses and Colts**: Cardboard box with a full compliment of a dozen individual dose boxes. Each box is filled with original powder. 4”x 2 ½”x 2 ¼”. The box also contains several original paper coupons for Dr. Daniels’ give-away items. Condition is very good with some edge wear to the top including a short tear along the back hinge. There is a paper price increase sticker of 70c applied to the top flap, as seen.

#99) **Dr. Daniels’ Astringent Tablets for Dog & Cats**: Glass canister with paper label, original contents, and cardboard box. It was used for looseness of the bowels due to irritating food. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. Excellent condition.

#100) **Dr. Daniels’ Danivom Tablets for Dog & Cats**: Glass canister with paper label, original contents, and cardboard box. It was used for nausea due to irritation to the mucus membranes of the stomach. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. The box has a minor dent in the lower right front edge otherwise canister and box are excellent. Have not seen one of these since 2006.
#101) **Dr. Daniels’ Dispo Tablets for Dog & Puppies**: Glass canister with paper label, original contents, and cardboard box. It was used for as a fever reducer in sick dog and puppies. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. Box has a light stain and the canister has some minor smudges.

#102) **Dr. Daniels’ Germi Powder for Dog & Cats**: Glass canister with paper label, original contents, and cardboard box. It was used for Canker of the ear, cuts, and skin abrasions. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. The powder contained Boracic Acid and Thymol Iodide. Overall package condition is excellent.

#103) **Dr. Daniels’ Cough Syrup for Dog, Puppy, Cat & Kitten**: Bottle with paper label, dried contents and box. It contained Chloroform, Wild Cherry, and Pine Tar. 4 ¾”x 2”x 2”. The label has some roughness and minor tears along the bottom edge. The box has a dark stain on the top flap with that flap unattached. Some general dirt smudges here and there. I have only recorded one example of Dr. Daniels’ Cough Syrup that I sold in 2001 and it brought $300. Expectations on this example would not be nearly so high, but it is, obviously, a scarce Dr. Daniels’ Dog & Cat Remedy.

#104) **Dr. Daniels’ Emulsion for Dog & Cats**: Bottle with paper label, dried contents and box. It contained Haliver Oil and irradiated Ergosterol with vitamins and was used for Malnutrition. 4 ¾”x 2”x 2”. Label has some paper losses along the bottom edge. The box is very nice and displays well. I have recorded two sales of this Remedy, the last in 1999. Both previous examples sold for over $100. This could be a bargain for a scarce Dog & Cat medicine.

#105) **Dr. Daniels’ H. B. O. for Cats & Kittens**: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents, and box. 6”x 2 ½”x 1 ¾”. “An internal lubricant for Hair Accumulation in Cats and Kittens—particularly recommended for Persians and Angoras.” I’ll assume the H. & B. in the name stand for Hair Ball. Not sure what the “O” stands for. The box has significant top damage with two of the three flaps torn off. This is the first example of this Dr. Daniels’ Cat and kitten remedy that I have ever recorded in my price guide. Very scarce. **NOTE**: There is a group lot of Dr. Daniels’ dog and cat remedies in the final section of this auction from the same consigner. That lot contains an example of H. B. O. without a box.

#106) **Distemperine**: Unopened, embossed bottle with contents, paper label and box. Bottle is embossed: DISTEMPERINE / MANUFACTURED BY / GOSHEN DISTEMPERINE CO. / GOSHEN, IND. 6”x 2”x 1 ¼”. This was used to treat Distemper, Catarral Fever, Epizootic, Heaves, Worms, and “ALL DISEASES AFFECTING THE THROAT OF ANIMALS.” The label extends to three sides and is in excellent condition but for a minor stain on the lower left. The box is missing some top flaps and has a more general stain as seen, but is intact. The horse logo image in named, “The Turk.” Fairly scarce and interesting Horse Remedy.

#107) **Elkay’s Colic Remedy for Horses**: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents and box from the United Drug Company of Boston. 7 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Contains 47% Alcohol. It is also labeled with Opium 10 grams and Ether 30 minims. Labeled for “Neuralgia of Stomach and Bowels.” Bottle label has some minor stains along the bottom. The box is missing top flaps, otherwise its very nice. The box has seven stamps on the reverse labeled NARCOTIC.

#108) **Fleck’s Heave Remedy**: Canister with paper label, all around, from the J. J. Fleck of Tiffin, Ohio. “Recommended for the Relief and Cure of Heaves, Coughs, Colds, and Asthma.” A very detailed and graphic label is on the front of the canister featuring two red horses. The colors are very strong and the condition of the label is very good. The metal top and bottom do have oxidation but are intact. Paper is missing along the edge of the top lid, but this does not really affect the overall look of the piece. 8”x 3”. It has been 16 years since another example was offered, that was 1997 and it brought $150. Fleck’s veterinary remedies are always in demand for their graphic labels. No reserve, you will determine the final price and the market for this great example.
#109) **Fleming's Veterinary Antiseptic Compound**: Unopened bottle with contents, paper label and box with paper insert from the Fleming Bros., Chicago. 4”x 1 ½”. Label is dated 1930 and is very clean and bright white. I rate this excellent plus. Box has top damage and is missing top flaps. This was used as a liniment for Barb Wire cuts, Galls, and Flesh Wounds.

#110) **Fleming’s Fistula and Poll Evil Remedy for Horses**: Unopened bottle with contents, paper label, box and several paper inserts. Box is dated 1933. 3 ½”x 1 ¾”x 1 ¼”. Original price, stamped on the box and label is $3.75, which would have been a huge amount of money for a remedy at the time. Box and bottle are in excellent, near mint condition.

#111) **Glover’s Imperial Blood Purifier—For Dogs**: Amber, embossed, unopened bottle with paper label and original contents from the H. Clay Glover Company of New York. This has Dr. Glover’s 24th Street address in New York City. The bottle is embossed: H. CLAY GLOVER CO. / NEW YORK. The label extends to three sides and is in mint condition. 5”x 2”x 1 ¼”. This is a very scarce example with this nice of a label.

#112) **Glover’s Imperial Mange Cure——Unopened Package**: This is possibly the only known example of an unopened package of Dr. Glover’s Mange Cure. The package has the earliest recorded address for Dr. Glover at 1293 Broadway, New York City. Additionally, the package has a tax stamp from 1898 to further document the age of this beauty. I have recorded one example of a sealed Mange Cure that was sold in Terry McMurray’s Drug Store auction in 2001. This may be that example and if so, it is unique to my knowledge. I sold this package in 2011 and now offer it again. 7 ½”x 2 ½”x 2”. Front panel states: WARRANTED TO CURE ALL KINDS AND CONDITIONS OF MANGE OR SKIN DISEASES OF ANY NATURE IN DOGS OR CATTLE AND ESPECIALLY SCRATCHES IN HORSES. “INSTANT DEATH TO FLEAS.” Package has very minor edge wear along the top edges, but this is mentioned only for accuracy. This is truly one of the best Dog Cures I have ever handled. I doubt you will find another. As an added bonus, the Mange Cure is being offered with an advertising trade card for Glover’s Mange Cure. Opening bid is $200.

#113) **Gold Coin Healing Oil**: Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from the Gold Coin Chemical Works of St. Paul, Minnesota. 8 ¾”x 3”x 1 ¼”. This is an extract of pine that “CURES QUICKLY.” It was used for all skin diseases and injuries including Barb Wire Cuts. Label is complete and age toned a light brown. I have sold three advertising posters from this company, but this is the first medicine to be recorded since I started keeping records in 1993. The bottle has a lot of bubbles in the glass, indicating it probably dates to about 1900.

#114) **Dr. Hess Distemper, Fever, and Cough Remedy**: Bottle with paper labels front and back, partial contents, and box from the Dr. Hess & Clark Company of Ashland, Ohio. 6 ¼”x 2”x 1”. This is also labeled for Pleurisy, Lung Fever, Founder, and Colic. The labels are in excellent condition. The box is bright and clean with good color and just a bit of edge damage at the top seams. Overall, an excellent example.

#115) **Dr. Hess Instant Louse Killer**: Canister with paper label and partial contents from the Dr. Hess & Clark Company of Ashland, Ohio. 6 ½”x 3”. This is the 25 cent size. Image of young girl in fancy dress powdering the underside of a chicken is on the front panel. The label is complete but lightly toned.

#116) **Hill’s Quick Healing Powder**: Lithographed tin with shaker top from the Humane Remedy Company of Des Moines, Iowa. “It has no equal as a healer of the horse.” 4 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Very ornate tin with columns and such around the exterior. There is one scuff on the front where the original price has been scratched off, otherwise excellent condition. This is the first example of this Humane Remedy tin that I have ever offered.

#117) **Hillemann’s American Poultry Remedy, Box Only**: Very large cardboard box from the Arlington Drug Co., of Arlington, Minnesota. 9 ½”x 3”x 2”. Slight damage to top flaps. I usually do not include boxes without the correct medicine, but I have never seen or heard of this medicine or company and thought it might be of interest to poultry collectors. Perhaps someone has the original bottle without the box. BOX ONLY.
**#118) Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Specific H. Kidney H., in the Large Size:** Large size, embossed bottle with paper label, the extended neck on the bottle, and the variation before the mold embossing was altered to remove the word “Specific.” Embossed: HUMPHREYS’ / HOMEOPATHIC / VETERINARY / SPECIFICS / (HORSE HEAD) / TRADE MARK / HUMPHREYS’ / SPECIFIC / HOMEOPATHIC / MED. CO. / NEW YORK. The label is a very early variation with the word “Cures” and without any Alcohol percentage designation. H. H. was used for Urinary Diseases of Horses. 6 ½”x 2”x 2”. Label has some toning and is missing small piece on the right side, at the top. Label still displays very well. Part of the embossing has been highlighted with black ink to enhance its appearance. Only three, large size examples, with labels have ever been offered. None has been an H. H. example.

**#119) Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary G. G. for Miscarriage:** Embossed horsehead bottle with paper label, box and paper booklet. 3 ½”x 2”x 1”. This was used for Miscarriage, Uterine Hemorrhage, and Retained Afterbirth. The bottle label is near mint. The box is missing the top flaps, but is clean and displays well. This example contained 15% Alcohol.

**#120) International Colic Medicine:** Drench bottle with paper label and colorful box from the International Stock Food Company of Minneapolis. 8 ½”x 2 ½”x 2 ½”. Box has a beautiful color paper label on all four sides. The front side shows the stages of Colic in a horse. A yellow sticker, listing the ingredients has been place over part of the top horse illustration. The contents are listed as: ALCOHOL, ETHER, ETHYL NITRATE, and OPIUM. Patent medicines that contained narcotics are a whole collecting area by them selves. The bottle has a black and white label that is a version of the box encircling the bottle. The box is missing all the top flaps, but otherwise everything is in excellent and bright condition.

**#121) International Silver Pine Healing Oil:** Unopened bottle with paper label and contents from the ISF Company of Minneapolis. This is the larger, 50 cent size at 8”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Used for Barb Wire Cuts, Flesh Wounds, and Injuries by Nails. Paper label extends around all four sides of the bottle. Scuffing and small paper losses on the reverse side. Displays very well.

**#122) International Stock Food Tonic:** Unopened box with contents and wrap around paper label from the ISF Company. “A SAFE MEDICINAL PREPARATION FOR ALL KINDS OF LIVE STOCK.” 4 ¾”x 7 ½”x 2 ¼”. Strong colors and great graphics on the front of the classic stock food box. Condition overall is excellent with just a little edge wear to the paper label on the left side panel. This could easily be glued down. This is the 25 cent package containing 1 ½ pounds of Stock Tonic.

**#123) Dr. LeGear’s Colic Remedy for Horses and Mules:** Amber bottle with paper label, contents, and box from the Dr. L. D. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. 7 ½”x 2”x 1 ½”. Image on the box is of Dr. LeGear pointing to a man treating his horse with Colic Remedy. The box is in near mint condition, clean and crisp. The paper label is toned from the glue used to stick it to the bottle.

**#124) Dr. LeGear’s Sarcoptic Mange Medicine for Dogs:** Unopened bottle with paper label, contents and box from the Dr. LeGear Company of St. Louis. 5 ¾”x 2 ½”x 1”. Directions are to use once daily for six days. Box has top flap damage and stain on the reverse, at the bottom. This could fill a space in your LeGear Dog medicine display.

**#125) Dr. LeGear’s Nerve Sedative Tablets for Dogs, Puppies, and Cats:** Complete package with outer cardboard box, inner canister with contents and paper inserts. 2 ½”x 1 ¾”x 1”. Very good condition with just smudges on the front and slight wear to the top.

**#126) Dr. Lesure’s Gall Cure:** Lithographed tin from Dr. Lesure’s Veterinary Remedies of Keene, New Hampshire. 3”x 1”. Printed on the lid is the 1906 Drug Act disclaimer which outlawed the use of the word “CURE”, but I guess Dr. Lesure didn’t get the memo. Lid has a couple of minor paint losses and a 35 cent sticker applied over the original price. The side and bottom have significant paint losses, but you don’t see the bottom on display. Very desirable tin from a sought after company.
#127) **Matthew’s C. C. C. Poultry Tonic:** Bottle with paper label and ragged box from the E. M. Matthew’s Company of Florence, South Carolina. 8 ½” x 3” x 1 ½”. “A guaranteed remedy for Chicken Cholera.” I’m guessing that this was first named Chicken Cholera Cure, hence the C. C. C. in the name. The label is toned with a little edge wear and a pencil line in the center, but this is the first and only example I have ever seen. The box is only a shell with damage at the top and bottom.

#128) **Newton’s Heave, Cough, Distemper and Indigestion Cure:** Lithographed, metal tin with original lid from the Newton Horse Remedy Company of Toledo, Ohio. The tin is c1890 and was produced by Dr. John Newton who was an 1878 graduate of the Ontario Veterinary College. 7” x 3 ½” x 3 ½”. This tin has an Iconic Veterinary patent medicine logo of a skeletal horse pulling a sulky and has the caption: **DEATH TO HEAVES.** Not a rare tin, but one every collection should have. Condition is very good with just minimal dents, marks, and dirt. Should clean up a little to improve the appearance. Great Cure tin.

#129) **Old Home Veterinary Gem #6 Gold Medal for Hoof-ILL:** Unopened bottle with contents, front and back paper labels and original heavy cardboard box with slip off lid. 6” x 2 ½” x 1 ½”. These Veterinary Gems were produced by the Old Home Remedy Company of Knoxboro, New York and are very scarce. I have sold two #4’s without boxes and one #5 with a box, the last one sold in 1999, over 14 years ago. So, not only are these medicines scarce, I have never seen or offered this Hoof-ILL example before. It is described as a Specific for Hoof-ILL, Suppuration of corns and a Sure Preventive of Tetanus, Lockjaw or Thrush. The overall condition of the bottle and box is near mint. Only a slight scuff on the label from moving around in the box over the years. Large and impressive Veterinary Gem.

#130) **The Peoples Poultry Remedy:** Colorful, unopened box with contents from The Peoples Stock & Poultry Food Company of Greenville, Tennessee. 5” x 8” x 2”. Detailed image, on the front panel, of a lady and her young son feeding the fowls in the poultry yard of their farm. **A GREAT EGG PRODUCER AND DISEASE PREVENTATIVE.** Excellent condition overall with just the slightest bit of color loss at the top edge. Very bright and crisp and would look great on your shelf. Opening bid $25.

#131) **Pratt’s Animal Regulator:** Unopened box with contents from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. Logo image in the center is a horse jumping over a fence. 7 ½” x 4 ¼” x 2”. “A Tonic for Horses, Cows, Sheep, Hogs and Livestock.” This is the 25 cent size. Box is a little dirty and has some minor fade to the red color on the left side. Fairly scarce example with this name and size.

#132) **Pratt’s Cow Tonic:** Canister with all around paper label. Very scarce Pratt’s remedy as only two other offerings have ever been recorded. I sold one in 2001 and McMurray’s sold one in 2009. Medicines solely aimed at cow’s are fairly scarce by themselves and this is from a desirable company. 4 ¾” x 4”. **It tones up the digestive and reproductive organs thereby increasing health and milk and assisting the calving cow.** There is some paper loss on the reverse and along the edge of the top where is has been opened. The front panel as you see, displays very well. Opening bid is $50.

#133) **Pratt’s Distemper and Pink Eye Cure:** Amber, embossed bottle with paper label from the Pratt Food company of Philadelphia. Embossed: PRATT’S / DISTEMPER AND / PINK EYE CURE. 7” x 2” x 1 ¼”. Label has a little fade to the red color and some small chips of the paper at the edges. A pretty scarce cure bottle that would certainly go with the Pratt’s cabinet in the advertising section.

#134) **Pulvex Cat Flea Powder:** Unopened canister with paper label and original contents from Cooper & Nephew, Chicago. Great cat image on the front. **QUICK KILLING PULVEX FLEA POWDER SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR CATS.** 4 ½” x 2 ½”. Strong colors overall with just a bit of smudging on the back. Scarce cat only flea product and the first time I have seen this.
#135) Ranger Canker Wash Tablets for Dogs: Cardboard box with original contents and paper insert from Ranger Products Company of New Haven, CT. 3”x 2”x ¾”. This was used to treat ear problems in dogs. Excellent condition with just a touch of aged handling wear. This example and the next three are NOS (new old stock), meaning they were never sold out of the original store. Beside Ranger Dog Soap, these are the first Ranger Dog Medicines I have ever seen or heard about.

#136) Ranger Eye Wash Tablets for Dogs: Cardboard box with original contents and paper insert from Ranger Products Company of New Haven, CT. 3”x 2”x ¼”. “Useful as a cleaning agent in discharging or running eyes.” Excellent condition, with just a touch of handling wear. All of these Ranger Dog Medicines have great, bold red color.

#137) Ranger Nerve Sedative Tablets for Dogs: Cardboard box with original contents and paper insert from Ranger Products Company of New Haven, CT. 3”x 2”x ¼”. The contents of this example are contained in a glass vial with a paper label. The label lists its use as for: “Running and Barking Fits. Frequent Urination Upon Over Excitement.” Excellent condition.

#138) Ranger Urinary Antiseptic Tablets for Dogs: Cardboard box with original contents and paper insert from Ranger Products Company of New Haven, CT. 3”x 2”x ¼”. “Useful in abating certain urinary infections.” Excellent condition. These are great looking dog medicines and quite scarce.

#139) Royal Purple Stock Conditioner: Unopened cardboard box with contents from the Jenkins Company of London, Canada. It helps to “Cleanse the Blood” and “Regulate the digestion of Livestock.” 7”x 4 ½”x 3”. Images of Hog and Sheep on one side of the box and horse and cow on the other. Bright colored package that does have some corner wear and a few scuffs. Only one previous example has been recorded.

#140) Security Antiseptic Healer, Free Sample: Unopened free sample bottle with paper label and contents from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. Label extends completely around the bottle and has the 1906 Drug Act disclaimer on the reverse. 3”x 1 ¼”x ¾”. Label is age toned a light brown, but is undamaged and complete. The top of the label is clearly marked: SAMPLE. This bottle also has the earlier name for this product (see description for the following lot). Very rare and complete free sample from a desirable company.

#141) Security Healer, Rare 25 cent size: Embossed bottle with paper label, contents and colorful box illustrating a horse profusely bleeding from Barb Wire Cuts. This is also an extremely rare, small 25 cent size. Embossed: SECURITY REMEDY CO. / MINNEAPOLIS MINN. 5 ½”x 2”x 1”. “THE BEST REMEDY ON EARTH…” This remedy was produced with two names. Early on, it was called “Antiseptic Healer” and later it was shortened to just “Healer.” I have recorded one, small size of the “Antiseptic Healer” selling in 1997 for $270. I have not recorded another example, of either name, since that time in the small size. Until I started researching it, I would not have considered it to be so scarce. Not especially scarce in the large size, but it must be very rare in the small size. The paper label is a little tattered along the top and bottom edges. The box has the top flaps torn off, but the colorful illustration of the bleeding horse is bold and bright.

#142) Seneca Colic Remedy: Sealed, original box with bottle and contents, never opened package, from the Seneca Company of Tiffin, Ohio. Beautiful, bright colored label all around the box. Front panel of the box has a large logo image of a Seneca Indian Chief. 7 ¾”x 2 ¾”x 2”. Fully Tested for Colic in Horses and Cattle.” Top of the box has some scuffing and very minor paper losses. Only three examples have been recorded sold over the years for an average price of over $500 each. This one is an absolute beauty that will be a highlight of any collection. The example was purchased by the consigner from the landmark auction of the collection of Dr. Gordon Layton where is sold for a high bid of $800. As an added bragging rite, it was exhibited at the National Horse Racing Museum and Hall of Fame in 2008-09. Opening bid will be $200. And we will sell it from there. Clearly, this is one the most desirable veterinary patent medicines ever offered. Here is your second chance.

#143) Thornton’s Blistering Balsam for Horses: Unopened bottle with contents and paper label. Great horse racing scene on the front panel as a racehorse is crossing the finish line with the grandstands in the background. 6”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. The paper label is a bit tattered at the top edge with one area of paper loss. This is the second
example to be recorded.

#144) Watkins’ Barb Wire Embrocation for Horses and Cattle: Amber, embossed bottle with paper label. Embossed: WATKINS’ / TRAILMARK // THE J. R. WATKINS MED. CO // WINONA, MINN. U. S. A. 8 ¾”x 3”x 1 ½”. Very early example with label in English and German. Used for Flesh Wounds of all types, Mange, Scratches, etc. Label has some minor scuffing. Great name on this early, c1900 Barb Wire Embrocation.

#145) Wilbur’s Pink Eye Cure: Never opened package with original bottle and contents from the Wilbur Seed Meal Company of Milwaukee. This is the early name of the company c1890, before it changed to Wilbur’s Stock Food Company. Colorful package with image of man about to treat a horse in respiratory distress. 6 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ¼”. “Warranted to Cure Pink Eye, Distemper, Coughs, Colds, Epizootic and All Diseases of the Mucus Membranes.” Package does have a stain on the top left as seen. The example was purchased by the consigner from the auction of the personal collection of Dr. Gordon Layton where it sold for a high bid of $500. However, an example of this Cure has sold at hammer for as much as $825. Opening bid $150.

Group Lots

#146) Conkey’s Poultry Remedies, Lot of Two (2): Wooden canister with paper label for Simple Cold Pills and wooden canister with paper label for White Diarrhea Tablets. Condition is good to fair.

#147) Dr. Daniels’ Dog & Cat Remedies, Lot of Seven (7): This lot contains seven different remedies, five for dog and cat, one for dogs only, and one for cats only. Five have boxes and all of the boxes have stains or some level of toning. Most of the products inside the boxes are very good condition and most have their original contents. The remedies are DISPO TABLETS, DERVIDE TABLETS, NASAL BALM, GERMI POWDER, DANILAX, V-M CAPSULES, and H. B. O. for cats and kittens.

#148) Horse Remedy Tins, Lot of Four: Lot contains four lithographed tins without contents. You get two different sizes of Dr. Myers’ Hoof Ointment and Healing Salve and two Dr. Newton’s Heave, Cough, Distemper and Indigestion tins. The small example is a “CURE” tin while the larger is a little later “COMPOUND” tin. The condition overall is poor to very good.

#149) Horse Remedy Lot of Four: Dr. Roberts’ Wind Colic bottle with contents, Elliman’s Royal Embrocation bottle, Dr. Bell’s Medical Wonder, and Fleming’s Medicine #1 for Fistula. All show some wear and tear, the Fleming is the worst, being oil stained. Four horse items for one money.

#150) Poultry Lot of Five Items: Five canisters, all unopened and with original contents. Condition overall is excellent. This lot contains: Dr. Roberts Poultry Louse Powder, Dr. LeGear’s A-A, two Dr. LeGear’s Chick Diarrhea Tablets, and Dr. Salsbury’s Phen-O-Sal Tablets. Five items for your top bid.

Bidding Ends Saturday August 3rd, 2013.

Call backs start at 9 P. M. Saturday night and run until 11 P. M.

Call backs will resume, if necessary, Sunday at Noon EST.

10% Buyers Premium on all successful bids

PLEASE REMEMBER PHONE NUMBERS

Phone #1: 770-361-7255

Phone #2: 404-660-7001
Notes